
 

How to choose the right type of bond for you?
In the multi-trillion dollar bond market, where should you start looking?

 

U.S. Government Securities
-Safety: backed by “full faith and credit”
-Vast, liquid market
-Wide range of securities/maturities
No call provisions
-Free from state and local taxes in U.S. (always check with your own
accountant to discuss your personal situation)

Certificates of Deposit in a Bank
-Safety: FDIC
-Buy in thousand dollar increments
Many maturities
-Brokered CDs – easy to buy from many banks
-Callable and non-callable
-Can buy in an IRA
-Could lose if sold before maturity

Corporate Bonds
-Large, liquid market
-Relatively attractive yields
-Dependable income
-Safety
-Diversity
-Two types:
-Investment grade
-High yield

High Yield Bonds
-Below investment grade
-Sometimes referred to as “junk” bonds
-Market has evolved significantly since the 1970s
-Now a larger, more liquid, more credible  and diverse market
-Attractive yields
-Total return potential
-Diversification
-Less sensitive to interest rates compared to U.S. Treasuries
-Higher risk of default

Wherever you are on the path to retirement, The Goldstein on Gelt Show helps
you manage your money better. Download our latest episode to

understand the basics of personal finance (budget better, save more,
avoid debt),
learn investment strategies from the world's best investors,
improve your retirement plan, and 
build healthy financial habits.

Every show includes a discussion with an expert on how to invest for success.
Host Douglas Goldstein, CFP® uses his 25 years of experience as a financial
advisor to make money concepts simple to understand. Practical lessons give you tools and tips so you
can make real changes. Contact Doug at Doug@Profile-Financial.com or call +972-2-624-2788.

Due to the unpredictable nature of the investment markets, the ever-changing economic scene, and the
inherent risk that an investor may lose money, there is no guarantee or assurance whatsoever that any of the
ideas or strategies discussed here will be successful. We are not responsible for any loss, liability, or risk
incurred as a result of applying or using any of the information on this show. Please read the complete
disclaimer here.
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